LMS Undergraduate Summer School 2015
Loughborough University, July 20-31, 2015

The aim of the School is to introduce modern mathematics to the best UK undergraduates who are not currently in their final year of study.

The School will be a combination of short lecture courses with problem solving sessions and colloquium style talks from leading mathematicians.

The lecture courses will be given by:
- Gwyn Bellamy (Glasgow)
- Ton Coolen (King's College)
- Darren Crowdy (Imperial)
- Giovanni Felder (ETH Zurich)
- Mark Gross (Cambridge)
- Caroline Series (Warwick)
- Sergei Tabachnikov (Penn State)
- Reidun Twarock (York)

Scientific Committee:
- Andrew Hone
- Frances Kirwan
- Sergei Tabachnikov
- Alexander Veselov

Local Organising Committee: Gavin Brown, Claudia Garetto, Alexander Veselov and Brian Winn.

http://www.lms.ac.uk/events/lms-summer-schools

This Summer School is part of the LMS 150th Anniversary celebrations. http://www.lms.ac.uk/2015